Smooth, Sleek and Sophisticated in design
Suzuki invites everyone to enjoy the rich and resonant sounds of a concert hall piano in the comfort of your own home. It’s possible with the new SD–10 Suzuki Digital Upright Piano. Contemporary, space saving and refined in design, it complements any home décor.

SD-10 Specifications

Number of Keys: 88 Graded Hammer Action
Polyphony: 64
Touch Sensitive: 3 levels of sensitivity, fixed
Preset Tones: 16 GM (General MIDI Voices)
Function: Tune, Transpose, MIDI Functions, Demo, Chorus (multi-level), Song (Left Hand and Right Hand), Layer, Split, Upper, Lower, Registration Memories, Local On/Off
Sound Source: Stereo Sound Samples, Linear Morphing System
Stereo Sampled Piano Tones: Yes
Split/Layer: Yes
Auto Accompaniment: Yes
Preset Songs: 50
Lesson Function: Part ON/OFF – Right Hand, Left Hand
Tuning & Transpose: Yes
USB: Yes
Connections: 2 Headphone Jacks (Teacher/Student), MIDI In/Out, USB, Audio In/Out
Pedals: 3 Pedals
Included Hardware: Matching Bench, AC Power Cable, Ipad Connection Cable, Thumb Drive Memory Storage, Assembly Tool

Included with the Piano

Matching Bench
Ipad® Connection Cable
Thumb Drive with Additional Sound Library
Play Along Songbook
Instruction Manual
QuickStart User Guide
EZ Assembly Guide
Assembly Tool

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
Your iPad® Advantage
The SD-10 is also equipped to integrate with an iPad. This piano also includes the connection cable which allows the piano to interface with your iPad (sold separately). This allows the user to access the many different Piano Teaching Apps or Sound Generation Apps directly from your iPad. Just set your iPad on the SD-10’s Music Rack and use the included iPad Connection Cable to plug your iPad directly into the Piano. Now you can begin to enjoy a whole new level of versatility by interfacing with the wide variety of piano based iPad Apps.

Incredible Sound
Suzuki’s acclaimed sound imaging technology is used to create a stereo acoustic piano sound of remarkable depth, expression and realism. Instrument voices use 3D sound source sampling for incredible dynamic response.

Versatile Performance Features
Our 64 note polyphony ensures no dropped notes even with the most complex piano passages. Digital signal processing (reverb, chorus) and Tone Control allows you to sound sculpt your performance to your personal style and taste. The layer and split piano functions with sound balance controls guarantee beautiful, rich full sounding instrumentation. 2 track music recorder allows the beginner or performing musician to monitor daily progress.

Built-in Music Teacher
Teach yourself to play with built-in music instruction and 50 play-along songs plus the included play along songbook. Create and playback your own compositions. Practice silently with optional stereo headphones.

Play Along Songs
Choose from 50 preset songs for instant playing with the included songbook. Simple to advanced songs allow for separate practice with the left hand or right hand or play along with both hands. Engage the grading feature for a true to form “piano teacher” response.

USB Advantage
The SD-10 Suzuki Digital Upright Piano USB port opens a world of exciting add-ons and extra functionality. Plug and Play directly with your laptop or desktop computer. Or you can use the MIDI ports to transmit and receive data from other musical instruments or computer accessories. Additionally a full complement of stereo audio in and out jacks make sure your piano is integrated with any or all of your electronic components.

Slow Close Furniture Top
The SD-10 Suzuki Digital Upright Piano is a sleek, modern-furniture-like design, featuring a slow-close keyboard cover that can be used as a music rest when opened and a flat desktop surface when closed.

Authentic Grand Piano Feel
Dynamic Acoustic Realism. The SD-10 Suzuki Digital Upright Piano weighted hammer action brings the feel of an acoustic grand piano to Suzuki’s entire digital piano line. The weighted hammer action design offers superb response and smooth feel that will satisfy the student, the music teacher and the studio performer.